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City Colleges of Chicago offers non-credit Continuing Education & PPD courses across a number of topics 
to meet the lifelong learning needs of our communities. These courses are offered in the evenings and 
weekends and include topics in both professional skill-building as well as personal enrichment. Register 
early, as classes must meet a minimum standard of enrollment in order to run. 

For more information on Continuing  
Education & PPD courses,  please visit 

http://www.ccc.edu/PPD. 

WWW.CCC.EDU | 773-COLLEGE 
REGISTRATION, TRANSPORTATION, AND POLICY INFORMATION 

New Students:  
Please call, email, or visit the college to register. Adult 
classes are open to students 16 years of age and older 
unless otherwise specified. (Online registration at 
my.ccc.edu is for returning students only.) 

Returning Students: Adding/Enrolling in a Class 
To add a class: 

1. Login to my.ccc.edu. 
2. From the Student Services page, click on the 

“Academics” section. 
3. Click Enroll in “Class/Drop a Class”. 
4. Select your Enrollment Term. 
5. The first time you register online (each term) you will 

see the CCC Health and Voter Registration 
Acknowledgment page. Click on the links to read more 
about these services. The links will open a new 
browser window. 

6. After you have reviewed the web pages, click 
“Continue”. 

7. Scroll to the bottom of the page and select “Add 
Classes” to add classes to your schedule. 

8. Enter the 5-digit Class Number in the Class Number 
field. This is the number listed below each course 
description in the printed schedule. 

9. When you have selected your classes, click “Submit”. 
Failing to click on the Submit button will result in the 
loss of your registration request. 

10. Carefully review the “Add Status” message for each 
class. 

Note: You are responsible for all tuition and fees for your 
classes. You are expected to pay at the time of registration 

either online by clicking “Home > Finances > Make a 
Payment” or in person at the cashier window. 

Paying for a Class 
To pay your account balance online with a credit card: 

1. Login to my.ccc.edu. 
2. From the Student Services page, click on the 

“Finances” section. 
3. Under the Account section, click Make a Payment. 
4. Select the credit card type (required). 
5. Enter the credit card number as directed (required). 
6. Select the expiration date of the credit card (required). 
7. Review the Billing Address information. If the address 

listed differs from the address of the credit card (the 
address at which you receive your bill), enter the 
correct address (required).  

8. Enter your phone number (required). 
9. Click Next. You will be able to review this information 

on the next screen, before your credit card is charged. 
10. Verify that the information on this page is accurate. 
11. Your credit card will be charged when you click Submit. 

To edit this information, scroll down and click “Return 
to Payment Information.” Make the payment, click 
Submit. If your payment was successful, this page will 
display a Reference Number. You may want to print 
this page for your records. 

Payments  
You are responsible for all tuition and fees for the class(es) 
you register for unless you officially withdraw before 
classes begin. Student must officially withdraw from 
classes before the first class meeting. If payment is not 
received, you will not be automatically dropped and you 
will be responsible for the tuition. 
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All tuition and/or fees are due and payable at the time of 
registration. Payments may be made in person via cash, 
check, or money order. Make checks payable to the college 
offering the course. Please put your driver’s license or State 
of Illinois ID card number and phone number on the front of 
your check or money order. Credit card payments (VISA or 
MasterCard) are only accepted online at my.ccc.edu. 

Note: Checks returned for Non-Sufficient Funds (NSF), or 
stopped payment, will incur a charge to the student of $50. 
Students who have once given City Colleges of Chicago 
one of the preceding checks will not be allowed to make 
subsequent payments by check.  

Confirmations 
Confirmations will not be mailed to students. Please make 
a note of the class date and location and go directly to the 
first class session. If the Administration cancels a class we 
will attempt to contact you by phone. 

Refunds and Withdrawals 
Students who wish to withdraw from a class must do so in 
person 24 HOURS BEFORE THE FIRST CLASS 
MEETING. There are no refunds once a class begins. 

NO REFUNDS WILL BE GIVEN FOR WITHDRAWALS 
AFTER THE FIRST CLASS  
MEETING. This policy will be strictly enforced. Credit card 
accounts will be refunded. Cash or check payments will be 
refunded by check issued in the student’s name and mailed 
to the address of record. 

Cancellations 
If a class is canceled a full refund is given. Refunds are 
mailed to the student. Allow three to four weeks for refunds. 
Students are notified by phone when possible. Refunds will 
not be given for classes where the instructor was 
unavailable and the class can be madeup. A full refund of 
all tuition and fees will be sent to the student if the College 
cancels a class. Credit cards will be credited. Please allow 
four to six weeks for processing. A student who withdraws 
from one or more courses must do so in person or in writing 
to the CE program at their respective college. You will be 
notified of class cancellations by phone and email. 

Schedule Changes  
Scheduling and pricing changes may occur without notice, 
before and during a session, effecting locations, schedules 
and instructors. Instructor missed classes; rain-outs for 

outdoor activities and holidays will be made-up. Prices may 
change without notice. 

Textbooks 
City Colleges of Chicago has partnered with 
Akademos/TextbookX to provide low-cost options for the 
purchase and rental of textbooks. Visit 
www.ccc.edu/textbookx for more information on CCC’s 
online bookstore. 

Non-Discrimination  
City Colleges of Chicago does not discriminate on the basis 
of race, national origin, ethnicity, gender, age, religion, 
citizenship, sexual orientation, marital status, disability or 
handicap, veteran status, membership or lawful 
participation in the activities of any organization, or the 
exercise of rights guaranteed by local, state, or federal law 
with respect to hire, terms and conditions of employment, 
continued employment, admissions, or participation in 
Board programs, services, or activities as required by Title 
IX of the Educational Amendments of 1972, the Americans 
with Disabilities Act of 1990 and the Amendments Act, 
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, Title VI or 
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and other applicable 
statutes and City Colleges of  
Chicago policies. The EEO Office is responsible for 
investigating and responding to equal opportunity 
concerns, including sexual harassment, of CCC 
employees, applicants for employment, students or 
applicants for admission or any other person. 
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

PROFDEV 4008 Computer Basics  $149.00
Do the terms software, hardware, megabytes, gigabytes, and modems make any sense to you? If not, this 
is the place for you. Conquer your fear of computers in this beginner's class. You will learn the components 
of the systems and how to boot up and shut down the computer, develop mouse skills, understand the use 
of media storage, files, folders, icons, software, accessory programs, operating systems, and sizing and 
moving windows. You'll also create an e-mail account and learn how to use and search the internet. A USB 
thumb drive of any size is required. Prerequisites: Students who do not have keyboarding skills should take 
Keyboarding before taking this class. Book required: Computer Concepts: Illustrated Brief: ISBN: 
9781133526162 

34498 Sec S1 9-12p S 09/02 to 10/14 L104 Flowers

34499 Sec S2 9-12p S 10/28 to 12/09 L104 Flowers

PROFDEV 4009 Computer Keyboarding Skills  $89.00 
Learn to type on a computer keyboard in this fun, interactive class. Whether you are a complete beginners or 
need to improve your skills, you will develop speed, efficiency, accuracy, and basic word processing 
knowledge through guided practice, exercises, and timed tests. Please bring a flash drive to class. 

PROFDEV 4013 Startup Basics/Small Business  $109.00 
Are you thinking of starting a small business or have already started your business? This course is a must! 
Gain the knowledge to be a successful entrepreneur from a leader in the field of small business. Topics will 
include basics of starting a business, bookkeeping for business, financial management, and marketing and 
legal issues to pave your way to success. This is an introductory course. 

34484 Sec V1 6:30-8:30p F 09/01 to 10/13 2402 Sladek

34486 Sec V2 6:30-8:30p F 10/27 to 12/15 2402 Sladek

PROFDEV 4084 Applied Mathematics  $99.00 
Applied Mathematics is the skill of applying mathematical reasoning and problem-solving techniques to 
workplace situations. The course begins with a practice and review of the basic concepts of mathematical 
operations including money, measurement, and time. 

34561 Sec P1 6p-8p R 08/31 to 10/12 2306 TBA

34566 Sec P2 6p-8p R 10/26 to 12/14 2306 TBA

PROFDEV 4086 Reading for Information  $89.00 
Reading for information is the skill of reading and understanding common workplace documents. These are 
letters, manuals, procedures and memos. 

34607 Sec R1 7–9 p T 08/29/17–10/10/17 2306 DA–ACT

34608 Sec R2 7–9 p T 10/24/17–12/05/17 2306 DA–ACT

 
 
PROFDEV 4088 Food Service Sanitation Manager Course (FSSMC)  $175.00 
National Restaurant Association ServSafe® Training and certification is appropriate for anyone seeking first-
time certification or to renew an expired license. State and local governments require that food service 
establishments be under the direction of a person with a valid State of Illinois Food Service Sanitation 
Manager’s Certification. On successful completion of a State-approved exam, you will be eligible to apply 
for the State of Illinois certification ($35 fee). City of Chicago certificates are available for an additional $40 
fee. A textbook is required. Allow approximately 6 to 8 weeks to receive your certifications. Contact Illinois 

34508 Sec P1 6-8p T 08/29 to 10/10 L406 Flowers

34511 Sec P2 6-8p T 10/24 to 12/05 L406 Flowers
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Dept. of Public Health at 217-785-2439 for information about certifications. All students are required to 
purchase textbook and read Chapters 1-5 before the first class. ServSafe® Manager Book 6th Edition with 
Exam Answer Sheet, ISBN 978158280299 
34612   Sec P1  5–9:00P  Th  08/31 to–09/14  2204  Perrucci

34615  SEC P2  9A- 3P  W  10/04 and 10/18  2203  Perrucci

34616  SEC P3  9A- 3P W  11/01 and 11/15 2203  Perrucci

PROFDEV 4094 Microsoft PowerPoint  $149.00 
Make professional-quality presentations with Microsoft PowerPoint, a program that is widely used by 
administrative assistants, graphic designers, and motivational speakers. Topics include formatting and 
editing slides; using transitions, animation, templates and backgrounds; and printing handouts for your 
slideshow. Book required: Microsoft PowerPoint 2016 Step by Step 1st Edition ISBN: 9780735697799 

PROFDEV 4095 Microsoft Word  $149.00 
Expose yourself to this powerful word processing software through an exciting hands-on experience. Learn 
how to create, edit, and save documents; use the speller and thesaurus; construct tables and columns; 
prepare envelopes and labels; and choose fonts. Book required: Illustrated Course Guide:Microsoft Word 
16 Intro, ISBN: 9781305878549 

PROFDEV 4096 Microsoft Excel  $149.00 
Learn the dominant spreadsheet program used by accountants, managers, and business owners today. You 
will learn how to construct a spreadsheet, calculate with formulas, set up the page, print, and chart. Book 
required: Illustrated Course Guide: Microsoft Excel 15 Basic, ISBN: 9781285093390 

PROFDEV 4099 Basic Income Tax Preparation  $299.00 
When you enroll in the Basic Tax Preparation Course, our experienced instructor will teach you to work 
through sample problems and learn to complete tax forms and schedules on your own. After completing the 
course, you’ll have the skills and knowledge necessary to prepare individual income tax returns. The 
objective of this class is to train you in tax preparation of the IRS Form 1040. You will learn how to prepare 
the Form 1040 tax return by hand including Schedule A, Itemize Deductions; Schedule B, Interest and 
Dividends; Schedule C, Self-Employment; Schedule D, Capital Gains; and Schedule E, Income property. 

34489 Sec V1 6:00-8:15p F 09/01 to 10/13 2201 Owen

34491 Sec V2 6:00-8:15p F 10/27 to 12/15 2201 Owen

PROFDEV 4120 Introduction to Social Media  $99.00 
Get involved in the move from in-person to online communication. Learn what social networks are and their 
role in your business and personal life. Learn the top sites and how businesses are using social media for 
communication, customer retention, branding marketing, market research, needs assessment and serving 
customers and clients. Explore the options for your organization. Look at case studies of what other 
organizations are doing. Let your instructor guide your exploration of Facebook and YouTube. This class is 
for anyone interested in social networks. 

34494 Sec V1  6:30-8p T 08/29 to 10/10 L104 Yesenia

34495 Sec V2 6:30-8p T 10/24 to 12/5 L104 Yesenia

34525 Sec P1 6:30-8:30p R 08/31 to 10/12 L104 Flowers

34528 Sec P2 6:30-8:30p R 10/26 to 12/14 L104 Flowers

34546 Sec PW1 6-9p M 08/28 to 10/16 L405 Flowers

34549 Sec PW2 6-9p M 10/30 to 12/11 L405 Flowers

34537 Sec NT1 6-9p W 08/29 to 10/10 L106 Flowers

34540 Sec NT2 6-9p W 10/24 to 12/05 L106 Flowers
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PROFDEV 4121 Marketing Using Social Media  $99.00 
Develop a two-way communication and marketing strategy for your organization using social networks. Let 
your instructor guide you in exploring major social networks. Learn quick easy ways to use Twitter, blogs, 
and LinkedIn to engage your customers or clients and keep them interested in your organization or business. 
You will learn the advantages of using social media marketing and which one is right for your organization. 

34500 Sec V1  6:30-8p W 08/30 to 10/11 L405 Yesenia 

34501 Sec V2 6:30-8p W 10/25 to 12/6 L405 Yesenia 

 

PROFDEV  4071  Signing Notary    $165.00

Would you like to work as a Notary Signing Agent and earn $100 to $150 per assignment in this 
challenging economy? If this sounds like a great opportunity, then being a notary-signing agent is for you. 
You will learn how to effectively execute loan documents, how to become a notary and to seek agencies 
who are seeking highly qualified notary signing agents. At the end of the training, students will know how 
to perform a loan closing, and be efficient in understanding the loan process. This course will enable the 
participants to become notary signing agents within the Chicago Metropolitan and Suburban areas. The 
goal of the training is to prepare and motivate each participant to establish a business relationship with 
mortgage companies, nationwide agencies, be their own boss, and earn extra income. 

ADULT FITNESS 

ADLTFIT 1302 Aikido for Adults  $99.00 
Aikido is a highly refined martial art, developed last century as a means of self-defense and spiritual training. 
Aikido develops coordination of mind and body. Through its philosophy and techniques, Aikido brings us into 
harmony with our environment, other people and ourselves. Unlike many martial arts, Aikido requires no 
advantage in strength or speed, and is practiced successfully by people of all ages and abilities. Ages 8 and 
older. 

 

36694 Sec V1  6:30-9p R 08/24 to 09/07 2201 TBA

36695 Sec V2 6:30-9p R 10/26 to 11/09 2201 TBA

34626 Sec Q1 6:30-8p 
9-10:30a W/S  08/30 to 10/14 L106 Southern 

34627 Sec Q2 6:30-8p 
9-10:30a W/S  10/25 to 12/09 L106 Southern 

ADLTFIT 1316 Mom-N-Tot Fitness                                                                                                                         $79.00

This class is a great way to bond with your toddler!  It is designed to help moms regain strength and 
vitality, while incorporating your child in the process. Also provides the opportunity to build relationships 
with other parents. 

36848 Sec S1 9-10:30a S 09/02 to 10/14 B700 TBA

36849 Sec S1 9-10:30a S 10/28 to 12/09 B700 TBA 

PERDEV 3015 Personal Makeup Artistry                                                                                                            $150.00

Course description (as it will appear in schedules): This course is designed to give students an overview 
of basic makeup techniques.  Students will learn how to create flawless looking makeup for everyday and 
special occasions with limited budgets and time limits. There will be additional fees for cosmetics supplies.  

36836 Sec S1 6-9p M 06/16 to 07/28 3204 TBA

36838 Sec S2 6-9p M 06/16 to 07/28 3204 TBA
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ADULT LANGUAGE 

ADLTLANG 1400 Introduction To Sign Language  $119.00 
In this course students will be introduced to the joy of American Sign Language (ASL). Students will learn 
Manual Alphabet, ASL numbers, Deaf culture, Deaf Awareness, History of Deaf Americans, and the correct 
way to conduct themselves in the present of Deaf and HOH people. In addition, students will engage in ASL 
activities that will promote diversity and awesome communications. Book required: Humphries T., Padden 
C, “A Basic Course in American Sign Language” Publishers TJ Silver Springs, Maryland. 
ISBN:9780932666420. This class is designed for those 12 years of age or older. 

ADLTLANG 1401 Conversational Spanish  $99.00 
As the official language of Spain and 10 Latin American nations, Spanish is spoken as a first language by 
330 million persons and as a second language by perhaps another 50 million. This course is designed for 
beginners who want to be introduced to Spanish and start learning as soon as possible. Learn conversational 
Spanish through simple lessons, basic vocabulary, grammar explanations, videos, and cultural information; 
and develop a working vocabulary for travel, business, and pleasure. Book required at first class. Spanish 
is Fun Book 1 Lively Lessons for Beginners 5th edition. ISBN: 9781634199285 

ADLTLANG 1415 Improve Your English, Grammar, and Writing Skills  $145.00 

ADLTDAN 1105 Latin Dance                                                                                                                                     $79.00 

Are you tired of being on the sidelines watching others enjoy themselves dancing Cumbia and Bachata? 
Would like to learn the basic steps that can turn your night from dull to fab? Then this Latin Dance course 
is for you! Relevance (describe how this course is relevant to industry, alumni, community and student 
demand): This course is helps promote an active, energized and healthier lifestyle as participants move 
for the couch to the dance floor. Ages 16 and older 

36843 Sec S1 6-7:30p W 08/30 to 10/11 B700 TBA

36844 Sec S1 6-7:30p W 10/25 to 12/06 B700 TBA

ADLTFIT 1316 Mom-N-Tot Fitness                                                                                                                       $79.00 

This class is a great way to bond with your toddler!  It is designed to help moms regain strength and 
vitality, while incorporating your child in the process. Also provides the opportunity to build relationships 
with other parents. 

36848 Sec S1 9-10:30a S 09/02 to 10/14 B700 TBA

36849 Sec S1 9-10:30a S 10/28 to 12/09 B700 TBA

34624 Sec N1  6:30-8:30p M 08/28 to 10/16 2402 Mason

34625 Sec N2  6:30-8:30p M 10/30 to 12/11 2402 Mason

34622 Sec V1 6-8p M 09/01 to 10/13 3103 McDonald

34623 Sec V2 6-8p M 10/27 to 12/15 3103 McDonald

34620 Sec P1 6–9p W 08/30 to 10/11 2204 MacDonald, L
34621 Sec P2 6–9p W 10/25 to 12/06 2204 MacDonald, L

ADULT MUSIC      
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 This step-by-step process to develop grammatically correct sentences. Emphasis is based on all parts of 
speech and punctuation. Learn how to develop and write good paragraphs. Students should have a good 
command of spoken English. Book required: Schaum’s Easy Outlines Writing and Grammar  Second Edition 
ISBN:9780071760577 

 

 

 

Learn ballet basics, body posture, leg and hand positions, basic concepts of music and rhythm. Required: 
Leotard, tights, and ballet slippers. 

35053 Sec V1 6:30-7:30p F 09/01 to 10/13 L106 Amato 

35054 Sec V2 6:30-7:30p F 10/27 to 12/15 L106 Amato 

CHILDREN’S ART 

CHLDART 1700 The Art of Creation (Ages 4-7)  $72.00 
Kids love creating. There’s no doubt about it. And what’s not to love: markers, pencils, pens and scissors 
come in every color. On the surface, art helps children create something that is enjoyable to look at, but 
underneath it all, so much more is going on art teaches preschoolers to believe in themselves, to try new 
things and to trust their own imaginations. Give your child the chance to create art. The instructor will provide 
a list of supplies on the first day of class.  

 

 

 

 

ADLTMUS 1503 Adult Piano              $135.00

Maybe you took piano lessons as a child and want to try again. Perhaps you always wanted to learn so 
you could entertain at parties and for friends. It could be that you already play and you just want to improve 
your skills and brush up on your theory or ear training. Beginners Welcome- Relaxed, Fun Lessons. - 
Students will need a basic electronic piano keyboard. Adult All-in-One Course Lesson, Theory-Technic 
level 1 ISBN: 9780882849317 

34628 Sec D1 6-8p T 08/28 to 10/16 3208 Moran

34629 Sec D2 6-8p T 10/24 to 12/15 3208 Moran

ADLTMUS 1505  Tocando Jarana               $79.00 

Have you ever considered taking on an instrument that encompasses a variation of sounds that are mixes 
of indigenous Mexican, African, Spanish, and Arabic? If so, then learning the techniques of Son Jarocho, 
a musical genre from Veracruz is for you. You will learn how to play the Jarana and you will be introduced 
to the songs and instrumental techniques of son jarocho. (12 and older) 

36829 Sec S1 9-11a S 08/26 to 10/07 Lobby TBA

36830 Sec S2 9-11a S 10/28 to 12/16 Lobby TBA

CHILDREN’S DANCE     

CHLDANCE 1601 Beginning Ballet Ages 3-6    $59.00 

34731    Sec S1 10:45-12:15p S 09/02 to 10/14 3204 Galan

 34736 Sec S2 10:45-12:15p S 10/28 to 12/09 3204 Galan
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CHLDART 1701 Elements of Art and Design (Ages 8-12) $72.00 

Would you like to challenge your children to explore their creativity in a fun and creative environment? Our 
professional artist/instructor will introduce your children to the principles and elements of color and design, 
while encouraging self-expression and experimentation. Children will build on this knowledge and explore. 
These art fundamentals are essential in developing observation, spatial skills and co-ordination. 

Beginning Gymnastics is a physical art. Little ones will be trained for proper placement of arms and feet. 
This course is designed to develop working as a team member, and helps to develop fine motor skills. 

 

CHLDFIT 1803 Gymnastics Ages 7+  $72.00 
This is an entry level class. Each class begins with a general warm-up and stretching. Emphasis is placed 
on learning new skills/routines, as well as reinforcing good basic fundamentals. Strong emphasis is placed 

on body awareness, safety, and fun. Students begin to learn gymnastics terminology, basic gymnastics 
positions and fundamental skills. 

 

CHLDFIT 1811 Winners (Ages 7-10)  $72.00 
This is the first age group where perfecting form and mastering sports and gymnastic skills become priorities. 
During the classes, the children learn to work hard and aim toward a goal. As with all our older classes, the 
Winner course is fast-paced and completely structured with organized ingredients throughout the class time. 
This class introduces a wide range of physical skills and cooperative group activities in preparation for these 
activities. We emphasize effort, diligence and a spirit of camaraderie, as our Winners are taught the meaning 
of fair play and teamwork. 

 

CHLDFIT 1812 Get-Up Kids (Ages 11-14)  $72.00 
This course combines a cardio workout with strength and flexibility exercises for children who are now at the 
age when they are surrounded by the sedentary distractions of TV, the internet, and video games. Endurance 
and gross motor skills are increased through a series of exciting and dynamic activities. As we focus on 

34719 Sec S1 9–10:30 a S 09/02 to 10/14 3204 Galan, A
34728 Sec S2 9–10:30 a S 10/28 to 12/09 3204 Galan, A

CHLDART   1711 Light on Graffiti                                                                                                            $72.00

Would you like to give your teenager a powerful yet positive spin on Graffiti? This class helps enlighten 
teenagers into seeing the artistic possibilities of Graffiti as an art form.  In this interactive class, students 
will experience a multitude of themes such as art, community, social change, social justice, leadership, 
race, culture, and creativity all while learning the history of graffiti. 

36860 Sec S1 6-8p F 09/01 to 10/13 3204 TBA

36861 Sec S2 6-8p F 10/27 to 12/15 3204 TBA

CHILDREN’S FITNESS 
CHLDFIT 1802 Gymnastics Ages 4–6    $72.00

35044 Sec S1 12:30-2p S 09/02 to 10/14 L106 Amato

35045 Sec S2 12:30-2p S 10/28 to 12/09 L106 Amato

35046  Sec SE1 10:45-12:15p S 09/02 to 10/14 L106 Amato

35048 Sec SE2 10:45-12:15p S 10/28 to 12/09 L106 Amato

35005 Sec SA1 12:30-2:00p  S  08/26 to 10/07 B700 Stallworth 

35006 Sec SA2 12:30-2:00p S 10/28 to 12/16 B700 Stallworth 
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specific muscle groups, utilize a four-station circuit training course, our goal in this course is to instill health 
and fitness as a way of life. All children, regardless of their athletic abilities, will benefit greatly from the Get-
Up Kids program. 

35042 Sec N1 9:00-10:30a S 09/02 to 10/14 B700 Stallworth

35043 Sec N2 9:00-10:30a S 10/28 to 12/09 B700 Stallworth

CHLDFIT 1813 Fit Kids (Ages 4-6)  $72.00 
These children are now ready to refine and master basic gross motor skills such as running, jumping, hopping, 
skipping, throwing, kicking, and catching. Designed to prepare a child for group sports and instill a sense of 
confidence in connection with physical activity, our Fit Kids course emphasizes each of these important skills. 
The children build strength, balance, agility, flexibility, and coordination in this course ram, as our instructors 
maintain a positive, supportive, and non-competitive atmosphere. Our Fit Kids are showered with praise as 
they develop perseverance and self-control. 

34875 Sec S1 10:45-12:15p S 09/02 to 10/14 B700 Stallworth

34877 Sec  S2 10:45-12:15p S 10/28 to 12/09 B700 Stallworth

CHILDREN’S LANGUAGE 

CHLDLANG 1907 Fun With Phonics Grades 1-2  $72.00 
Why are phonics skills important? Phonics instruction teaches children to match letters to sounds and to 
blend letter sounds into words. A child with strong phonics skills reads new words with ease and confidence. 
Your child will use games, flashcards and worksheets to gain the essential phonetic and word attack skills for 
fluency in reading. Book required: Spectrum Phonics (Gr 1) ISBN: 9781483811826 

35113 Sec S1 12:30-2p S 09/02 to 10/14 2201 TBA

35114 Sec S2 12:30-2p S 10/28 to 12/09 2201 TBA

CHLDLANG 1908 Printing and Spelling Grades K-1  $72.00 
Help your child to correctly identify and print the letters of the alphabet. Your child will learn how to use a 
pencil, manuscript writing and phonetic sounds to enhance spelling and also learn sight words. 

35061 Sec S1 9-10:30a S 09/02 to 10/14 2204 Amato

35063 Sec S2 9-10:30a S 10/28 to 12/09 2204 Amato

CHLDLANG 1912 Elements of Writing Grades 5-6  $72.00 
What is needed to create an excellent one-page essay? Your child will use the rough draft, informal essay 
and conclusion form to complete the final essay. In addition, your child will increase critical thinking and 
analytical thinking skills. Book required: Spectrum Writing Grade 6 ISBN 9780769652863 

35135  Sec SA 12:30-2p S 09/02 to 10/14 2402 TBA

 

CHLDFIT 1808 Tae Kwon Do for Kids (Ages 7-14)                                                                                             $89.00 

Tae Kwon Do brings self-strength, self-knowledge, self-confidence, and self-control. It reaches toward 
"ki"... the development of a total being capable of meeting any challenge with calm and success. It brings 
one to himself. It is a "way" of life. It is a mental and physical discipline and teaches avoidance of violence.  
Karate uniform recommended. 

36459   Sec N1 6-8p R 08/31 to 10/12 L106 TBA

36460 Sec N2 6-8p R 10/26 to 12/14 L106 TBA
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CHLDLANG 1913 Elements of Writing Grades 7-9  $72.00 
This course is essential for the creating, editing, formatting and writing an excellent essay. Learn to organize 
and present factual information with clarity. Students will learn to add power to their writing. Book required: 
Spectrum Writing Grade 8; ISBN: 9781483812038 

35254 Sec SA 12:30-2p S 09/02 to 10/14 3101 TBA

CHLDLANG 1914 Elements of Writing Grades 3-4  $72.00 
The main problems which have been identified in children’s writing are a poor narrative style due to 
weaknesses in sentence structure, particularly complex sentences, and weak narrative structure because the 
work is poorly paced, uses brief endings and lacks characterization. Children will begin with creating journals 
to increase their writing skills. Book required: Spectrum Writing Grade 4 ISBN: 9781483811994 

 

CHILDREN’S MATH 

CHLDMATH 2002 Math Readiness Ages 4-5  $72.00 
Preschoolers learn math at a very basic level. Sorting, counting, and number recognition are skills 
preschoolers use to build their math knowledge. Our classroom activities provide amazing opportunities to 
learn these skills and more. Book required:  Math Steps Level K ISBN: 9780395985311 

CHLDMATH 2003 Improving Your Math Grades 1-2  $72.00 
First and second graders need to know how to compare quantities, count to 100, compare numbers, order 
numbers, and count by twos, fives, and tens. They will learn ordinal numbers, fractions, adding, subtracting, 
rounding, money, Roman numerals, time, and patterns and sequences Book required:  
Book required: Common Core Connections Math Grade 2 ISBN: 9781624427886 

CHLDMATH 2004 Improving Your Math Grades 3-4  $72.00 
Third and fourth grades mathematics includes: place value, comparing and ordering numbers, counting by 
numbers other than one, relationship between addition and subtraction, rounding and estimation, 
multiplication facts, relationship of multiplication and division, division facts, fractions, decimals, consumer 
math, measurement time, measurement metric, geometry, Roman numerals, sequences and patterns. Book 
required: Common Core Connections Math Grade 4 ISBN: 9781624427909 

CHLDMATH 2005 Improving Your Math Grades 5-6  $72.00 
Did you know that 5th and 6th grade math includes comparing and ordering numbers, rounding and 
estimating, multiplication, division, computation, fractions, decimals, percentages, measurement of time, 
metric system, mass, length, volume, temperature, consumer math, perimeter, circumference, surface area, 
geometric properties, expressions, statistics, and negative and positive integers. We can assist your young 
learner in learning math. Book required: Common Core Math Workouts Grade 6 ISBN: 9781622234691 

CHLDMATH 2006 Improving Your Math Grades 7-8  $72.00 
Where is your 7th or 8th grader having difficulties? Is it fractions, decimals, percentages, ratio properties and 
order of operations, divisions, geometric operations, etc.? If you are not sure, let us help. This course is 

35121 Sec S1 12:30 p–2p S 09/02 to 10/14 2206 Hovel, K 

35059 Sec SE1 10:45-12:15p S 09/02 to 10/14 L105 TBA

35060 Sec SE2 10:45-12:15p S 10/28 to 12/09 L105 TBA

35110 Sec S1 10:45 12:15p S 09/02 to 10/14 2201 TBA

35111 Sec S2 10:45 12:15p S 10/28 to 12/09 2201 TBA 

35115 Sec S1 9-10:30a S 09/02 to10/14 2206 TBA

35116 Sec S2 9-10:30a S 10/28 to12/09 2206 TBA

35129 Sec S1 10:45-12:15p S 09/02 to 10/14 2402 TBA

35130 Sec S2 10:45-12:15p S 10/28 to 12/09 2402 TBA
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designed for the student who is working below grade level in math. There will be math assessments, and 
reviews to cover the basic areas to be successful in all math courses. Book required: Common Core Math 
Workouts Grade 8 ISBN: 9781622234714 

CHLDMATH 2007 Pre-Algebra Grades 7-8  $72.00 
Review ratios, proportions, percent, and probability. Includes signed numbers, powers and roots and 
algebraic expression. Give your child the opportunity to gain the pre-algebra knowledge. Book required: 
Kumon Pre-Algebra Workbook; ISBN: 9781935800835 

CHLDMATH 2008 Algebra Grades 7-8  $72.00 
Is your Jr. high or high school student asking for your help with algebra and you cannot give the help needed? 
We can. This course gives an introduction into the basics of Algebra and reviews algebraic expressions. 
Includes: equations, graphing, inequalities and polynomials. Book required: Kumon Algebra Workbook 1. 

ISBN: 9781935800859 

It’s sure to be music to parents’ ears: After nine months of weekly training in piano, new research shows 
young students’ IQs rose nearly three points more than their untrained peers. Give your child the advantage 
with basic instruction in piano keyboard and reading music. Class size is limited to 10 students. Enroll early! 
Books required: Alfred’s Basic Piano Course, ISBN: 9780739013786, Alfred’s Basic Library; Lesson 
Book 1A, ISBN: 9780882847887, Alfred’s Basic Piano Library Recital Book Level 1A, ISBN: 
9780882848242 

34738 Sec S1 9-11a S 09/02 to 10/14 3208 Moran

 34741 Sec S2 9-11a S 10/28 to 12/09 3208 Moran

CHLDMUS 2103 Piano for Children-Advanced   $75.00 
This course for students that have completed the beginning piano. Your child will need a letter of 
recommendation from the instructor to register. The group setting allows your child to develop social as well 
as musical skills. Together, they will enjoy making music through playing. They will learn piano playing 
techniques, theory of music, and develop their hearing, and note reading abilities. Class size is limited to 10 
students. Enroll early. 

34895 Sec S1 11:15-1:15p S 09/02 to 10/14 3208 Moran

 34896 Sec S2 11:15-1:15p S 10/28 to 12/09 3208 Moran

35196 Sec S1 10:45-12:15p S 09/02 to 10/14 3102 TBA

35199 Sec S2 10:45-12:15p S 10/28 to 12/09 3102 TBA

35179 Sec S1 10:45-12:15p S 09/02 to 10/14 3103 TBA

35193 Sec S2 10:45-12:15p S 10/28 to 12/09 3103 TBA

35416 Sec S1 10:45-12:15p S 09/02 to 10/14 3101 TBA

35151 Sec S2 10:45-12:15p S 10/28 to 12/09 3101 TBA

CHILDREN’S MUSIC     

CHLDMUS 2101 Beginning Piano Ages 6-15  $75.00

CHLDPERD  2217 Computer Projects (5th – 6th Grade)                                                                                  
$72.00 
Does your child ask for help when having to write a word document, create a date chart, or come up with a
computerized presentation? If so, this course will help in understanding word processing, creating
spreadsheets, and even creating presentations. 

36856 Sec S1 10:45-12:15p S 09/02 to 10/14 L405 Flowers

36857 Sec S1 10:45-12:15p S 10/28 to 12/09 L405 Flowers
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CHILDREN’S READING 

CHLDREAD 2300 Improve Your Reading Grades 7-9  $72.00 
Does your junior high student often read something and then not really understand what is read? Learn the 
techniques to understand what is read, remember the message, and then apply the information to questions 
or assignments. This course is designed for students who are reading below grade level. Book required: The 
Land of Stories Book: An Author’s Odyssey; ISBN 9780316383295 

35242 Sec S1 9-10:30a S 09/02 to 10/14 3101 TBA

35244 Sec S2 9-10:30a S 10/28 to 12/09 3101 TBA

CHLDREAD 2303 Improve Your Reading Grades 1-2  $72.00 
By the end of the second grade, your child should be able to apply word attack skills, identify plot, setting, 
and characters, determine cause and effect, draw conclusions and predict outcomes, and use the glossary 
and the table of contents of a book. Give your first or second graders the opportunity to review and refresh 
their learning. Book required: Reading Grade 2 ISBN: 9781483824758 

CHLDREAD 2304 Improve Your Reading Grades 3-4               $72.00 

Improve your child’s reading, vocabulary, and comprehension while promoting the love of literature for a 
lifetime. Students will read about topics that they will identify in their lives. This course will include the use of 
a dictionary. Book Required: ISBN 9780316406895 Land of Stories Book 4 

CHLDREAD 2305 Improve Your Reading Grades 5-6  $72.00 
Have your child develop oral reading skills, vocabulary, and pronunciations, while gaining a greater 
appreciation for literature. The reading topics include humor, friendships, personal values and helping those 
in need. This course includes the use of dictionary. Book required: The Land of Stories: a Grimm Warning 
ISBN: 9780316406826 

CHLDPERD 2218 Experimenting with Science (Grades 6th-8th)                                                                         $72.00

Is your child losing interest in Science and do they complain about knowing where to start?  Middle schoolers
might be bored by textbooks, but like to see science in action.  Middle school science activities can make 
learning science fun but without the pressure of the science fair. This course can bring back the excitement
for experimenting and encourage curiosity about the possibilities and power of science. If you need a way
to get your child excited about science, then this is for your middle schooler. (Grades 6th-8th)      

36852 Sec S1 9-10:30a S 09/02 to 10/14 3102 TBA

36853 Sec S2 9-10:30a S 10/28 to 12/09 3102 TBA

CHLDPERD 2220 Internet Literacy 3rd–4th Grade                                                                                              $72.00

Are you tired of seeing your child struggle and complain because he/she doesn’t know how to access and
interpret online information via the computer? This interactive class teaches students the critical thinking 
skills they need to apply to their online experiences, including online safety, validating online information,
identifying online marketing tactics, protecting their privacy, managing online relationships and dealing with
cyberbullying.    

36854  Sec S1 9-10:30a S 09/02 to10/14 L104 TBA

36855 Sec S2 9-10:30a S 10/28 to12/09 L104 TBA

35107 Sec S1 9-10:30a S 09/02 to 10/14 2201 TBA

35108 Sec S2 9-10:30a S 10/28 to 12/09 2201 TBA

35117 Sec S1 9-10:30a S 09/02 to10/14 2206 TBA

35119 Sec S2 9-10:30a S 10/28 to12/09 2206 TBA

35129 Sec S1 9-10:30a S 09/02 to 10/14 2402 TBA

35130 Sec S2 9-10:30a S 10/28 to 12/09 2402 TBA
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CHLDREAD 2307 Reading Readiness Ages 4-5  $72.00 
Learning to read is a huge step for any preschooler.  An exciting, challenging enrichment program that 
advances reading skills in areas such as comprehension, vocabulary and fluency through fun and engaging 
activities. Educational materials, games and activities will ensure that your child retains strong reading skills. 
Your child will also develop an expanded vocabulary and comprehension. 

Give your 3rd or 4th grader the chance to prepare for the standardized testing. The student will learn methods 
in how to recall information that has been read, strengthen reading comprehension, review math, and be 
introduced to the process of elimination for answering test questions. Students will participate in both 
computer and paper based practice. Book required: Spectrum Test Practice, Grade 3 ISBN: 
9781620575956 

CHLDTEST 2402 Standardized Test Prep Grades 5-6              $72.00 

Testing for 5th and 6th grades will focus on reading, math and writing. Expectation results in a self-fulfilling 
prophecy; students will rise to your level of expectation, so aim high! This course can promote positive 
attitudes in students by preparing them and helping them to become familiar with standardized testing 
materials. Book required: Spectrum Test Practice, Grade 5 ISBN 9781483813783 

35455 Sec S2 12:30-2p S 10/28 to 12/09 2402 TBA

CHLDTEST 2403 Standardized Test Prep Grades 7-8              $72.00 

CPS confirmed that the Northwest Evaluation Association’s Measures of Academic Progress (NWEA MAP) 
test would be required for selective enrollment high schools. NWEAs Measures of Academic Progress (MAP) 
are computerized, adaptive tests that assess each student’s current level of academic performance in 
Reading, Language Usage, and Mathematics. When a student takes a MAP test, the difficulty of each 
question is based on how well a student answers all the previous questions. The adaptive nature of the test 
essentially personalizes the test to each student. As a result, every student has the same opportunity to 
succeed and maintain a positive attitude toward testing. At the end of the test, the final score is an estimate 
of the student’s achievement level. Book required: Spectrum Test Practice, Grade 8; ISBN; 
9781620576007 

35248 Sec S2 12:30-2p S 10/28 to 12/09 3101 TBA

 

SWIM INSTRUCTION 

SWIM 6001 Early Morning Lap  $90.00 
If morning time won’t fit your schedule, check out the evening and weekend pool time for adults. Check in 
with the lifeguard, then hop into the refreshing pool and work out. Swim laps, water walk, or work-out 
according to your own schedule 3 days a week. Check-in with the lifeguard and then hop in the pool! You 
must be able to swim the length of the pool to participate. 

35057 Sec S1 9-10:30a S 09/02 to 10/14 L105 TBA

35058 Sec S2 9-10:30a S 10/28 to 12/09 L105 TBA

CHILDREN’S TESTING   

CHLDTEST 2401 Standardized Test Preparation Grades 3-4   $72.00

35125 Sec S2 12:30-2p S 10/28 to 12/09 2206 TBA
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35693  Sec E1  7a-9 a MTWTh 08/28 to 12/14 POOL TBA
SWIM 6002 ADULT LEARN TO SWIM-BEGINNER (Ages 16+)  $52.00 
This class is for ages 15 and older who want to learn how to overcome fear to learn basic swim skills. Even 
if you have no fear, this class will teach you to swim along with treading water and other personal safety skills. 
Bring swim cap and goggles. 
35657 SWIM 6002 R1 7–7:50p TTh 09/12 –10/05 POOL  TBA
35688 SWIM 6002 R2 7–7:50p TTh 10/17 –11/19  POOL  TBA

35690 SWIM 6002 R3 7–7:50p TTh 11/28 –12/21  POOL  TBA

 
SWIM 6004 LEARN TO SWIM PARENT AND 
CHILD AQUATICS (ages 1–3)  

 $48.00

This program familiarizes children with the water and prepares them to learn to swim in the American Red 
Cross Preschool Aquatics program. Illinois Health Department mandates that swim diapers must have fitted 
waterproof pants over the diaper. Every child must have one adult with them in the water for these classes. 

35711 Sec C1 10:30-11:00a S 08/19 to 10/07 Pool TBA

35712 Sec C2 10:30-11:00a S 10/21 to 12/16 Pool TBA

35713 Sec C3 5:30-6:00p    M/W 09/11 to 10/04 Pool        TBA

35715 Sec C4 5:30-6:00p    M/W 10/16 to 11/08 Pool       TBA

35718 Sec C5 5:30-6:00p M/W 11/27 to 12/20 Pool TBA

SWIM 6007 LEARN TO SWIM PRESCHOOL AQUATICS  $48.00 
For children ages 4 to 5. This class promotes appropriate learning and development of fundamental water 
safety and swimming skills. It is a good step for children coming from the Parent and Child program as they 
transition into the Learn to Swim program at age 6. Parents DO NOT go in the water in this class, so the 
child should be ready to be in the water without them. If your child was not in our parent/child classes, and 
is 4 years of age, please contact the campus aquatic office to see if they would qualify. Swim cap and 
goggles required at each class. 

SWIM 6017 LEVEL 1: INTRODUCTION OF WATER SKILLS             $52.00 
This class is the first in the Red Cross Learn-to-Swim program. The child must be 6 years by August 1, 2017. 
Children learn basic skills including supported floating on the back, underwater exhaling and breathing, and 
two forms of arm and leg action. Swim cap and goggles required at each class. 

35770 Sec A1 9:00-9:30a S 08/19 to 10/07 Pool TBA
35771 Sec A2 9:00-9:30a S 10/21 to 12/16 Pool TBA
35772 Sec A3 4:15-4:45p MTWR 08/21 to 08/31 Pool TBA
35773 Sec A4 4:00-4:30p M/W 09/11 to 10/04 Pool TBA
35775 Sec A5 4:00-4:30p M/W 10/16 to 11/08 Pool  TBA
35776 Sec A6 4:00-4:30p M/W 11/27 to 12/20 Pool TBA
37667 Sec A7 4:15- 4:45p T/R 09/11 to 10/04 Pool TBA
37668 Sec A8 4:15- 4:45p T/R 10/17 to 11/09 Pool TBA
37669 Sec A9 4:15- 4:45p T/R 11/28 to 12/21 Pool TBA

35779 Sec D1 4:00-4:50p F 08/18 to 10/06 Pool TBA

35782 Sec D2 6:00-6:50p F 08/18 to 10/06 Pool TBA

35922 Sec D3 4:00-4:50p F  10/20 to 12/15 Pool TBA
35926 Sec D4 6:00-6:50p F  10/20 to 12/15 Pool TBA
35927 Sec D5 9:35-10:25a S  08/19 to 10/07 Pool TBA
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SWIM 6020 LEVEL 2: FUNDAMENTAL AQUATIC SKILLS  $52.00 
Must have a Level 1 card or be tested. Also, student must be 6 years old by August 1, 2017. This level builds 
on basic movement learned in Level I, then helps the child to swim front and back crawl with breathing. 
Further develop breaststroke and the elementary backstroke, changing direction and rolling from back to 
front, along with two additional arm movements that are part of personal safety skills will further the student’s 
ability to combine skills and become a better swimmer. To pass, a child must swim all required skills with no 
float belt in deep water. Swim cap and goggles required at each class. 

 

SWIM 6024 LEVEL 3: STROKE DEVELOPMENT  $52.00 
Builds on skills mastered in Level 2. Must have passed American Red Cross Level 2 or test for appropriate 
skills. Work on coordination for front, back crawl, breaststroke and scissor kick to further refinement of these 
strokes. Introduces elements of the butterfly and treading in deep water. Rules for head-first entries are taught 
along with the introduction of the diving progression. Swim cap and goggles required at each class. 

35929 Sec D6 9:35-10:25a S  10/21 to 12/16 Pool TBA
35939 Sec D7 5-5:50p  MTWR  08/21 to 08/31 Pool TBA
35953 Sec D8 4:35-5:25p M/W 09/11 to 10/04 Pool TBA
35954 Sec D9 4:35-5:25p M/W  10/16 to 11/08 Pool TBA
35957 Sec D10 4:35-5:25p M/W 11/27 to 12/20 Pool TBA

35958 Sec D11 6:00-6:50p T/R 09/12 to 10/05 Pool TBA

35963 Sec D12 6:00-6:50p T/R 10/17 to 11/09 Pool TBA

35966 Sec D13 6:00-6:50p T/R 11/28 to 12/21 Pool TBA

37670 Sec D14 6:00-6:50p M/W 09/11 to 10/04 Pool TBA

37671 Sec D15 6:00-6:50p M/W  10/16 to 11/08 Pool TBA

37672 Sec D16 6:00-6:50p M/W 11/27 to 12/20 Pool TBA

37673 Sec D17 5:00-5:50p F 08/18 to 10/06 Pool TBA

37674 Sec D18 5:00-5:50p F  10/20 to 12/15 Pool TBA

37675 Sec D19 1:00- 1:50P S  08/19 to 10/07 Pool TBA

37676 Sec D20 1:00- 1:50P F  10/21 to 12/16 Pool TBA

35968 Sec E1 5:00-5:50p F 08/18 to 10/06 Pool TBA

35969 Sec E2 5:00-5:50p F 10/20 to 12/15 Pool TBA

36200 Sec E3 12:00-12:50p S 08/19 to 10/07 Pool TBA

36205 Sec E4 12:00-12:50p S 10/21 to 12/16 Pool TBA

36206 Sec E5 6:00-6:50p MTWR 08/21 to 08/31 Pool TBA

36212 Sec E6 6:05-6:55p M/W 09/11 to 10/04 Pool TBA

36213 Sec E7 6:05-6:55p M/W 10/16 to 11/08 Pool TBA

36215 Sec E8 6:05-6:55p M/W 11/27 to 12/20 Pool TBA

37667 Sec E9 5:00-5:50p T/R 09/12 to 10/05 Pool TBA

37668 Sec E10 5:00-5:50p T/R 10/17 to 11/09 Pool TBA

37669 Sec E11 5:00-5:50p T/R 11/28 to 12/21 Pool TBA

36218 Sec F1 11:05-11:55a S 08/19 to 10/07 Pool TBA
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SWIM 6027 LEVEL 4: STROKE IMPROVEMENT  $52.00 
Must have passed American Red Cross Level 3 or be tested to enter Level 4. Students will improve their skills 
and increase their endurance by swimming front and back crawl for greater distances. Continue to work on 
elementary backstroke, breaststroke, butterfly and sidestroke. Learn basic turns and survival swimming. 
Swim cap and goggles required at each class. 

SWIM 6034 ADVANCED SWIM GROUP  $52.00 
“This swimming workout is available for all students that have completed and learning other water activities. 
2 workouts a week. Swim caps are required.” 

36234    Sec F6 7-7:50p M/W 09/11 to 10/05 Pool TBA

36235 

36236 

   Sec F7 
   Sec F8 

7-7:50p 
7-7:50p 

M/W 
M/W 

10/17 to 11/08 
11/28 to 12/21 

Pool 
Pool 

TBA
TBA

35699 Sec E1 9-1p MTWR  08/28 to 12/14 Pool TBA

35705 Sec STP 9-1p MTWR  08/28 to 12/14 Pool TBA

35708 Sec ADED 9-1p MTWR  08/28 to 12/14  Pool TBA
SWIM 6036 STUDENT, FACULTY AND STAFF LAP SWIM 

Swim laps, water walk, exercise. Must be able to swim full length of the pool 

Arturo Velasquez Institute 

CHILDREN’S ART 

CHLDART 1700 The Art of Creation (Ages 4-7)  $72.00 
Kids love creating. There’s no doubt about it. And what’s not to love: markers, pencils, pens and scissors 
come in every color. On the surface, art helps children create something that is enjoyable to look at; but 
underneath it all, so much more is going on art teaches preschoolers to believe in themselves, to try new 

36220 Sec F2 11:05-11:55a S 10/21 to 12/16 Pool TBA
36223 Sec F3 4-4:50p T/R 09/12 to 10/05 Pool TBA
36225 Sec F4 4-4:50p T/R 10/17 to 11/09 Pool TBA
36226     Sec F5 4-4:50p T/R 11/28 to 12/21 Pool TBA

36229   Sec G1 1-1:50p S 08/19 to 10/07 Pool TBA

36230 Sec G2 1-1:50p S 10/21 to 12/16 Pool TBA

36231 Sec G3 5-5:50p T/R 09/12 to 10/05 Pool TBA

36232 
36233 

Sec G4 
Sec G5 

5-5:50p 
5-5:50p 

T/R 
T/R 

10/17 to 11/09 
11/28 to 12/21 

Pool 
Pool 

TBA
TBA

35699 Sec E1 9-1p MTWR  08/28 to 12/14 Pool TBA

35705 Sec STP 9-1p MTWR  08/28 to 12/14 Pool TBA

35708 Sec ADED 9-1p MTWR  08/28 to 12/14  Pool TBA

35330   SAV1 12:30–2p S 09/02–10/14 1304 FAM, D
35334   SAV2 12:30–2p S 10/28–12/09 1304 FAM, D

CHILDREN’S LANGUAGE    

CHLDLANG 1907 Fun With Phonics Grades 1-2   $72.00
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things and to trust their own imaginations. Give your child the chance to create art. The instructor will provide 
a list of supplies on the first day of class.  

Why are phonics skills important? Phonics instruction teaches children to match letters to sounds and to 
blend letter sounds into words. A child with strong phonics skills reads new words with ease and confidence. 
Your child will use games, flashcards and worksheets to gain the essential phonetic and word attack skills for 
fluency in reading. Book required: Spectrum Phonics (Gr 1) ISBN: 9781483811826 

35338 Sec SAV1 9 – 10:30a S 09/02 to 10/14 1115 TBA

35345 Sec SAV2 9 – 10:30a S 10/28 to 12/09 1115 TBA

CHLDLANG 1912 Elements of Writing Grades 5-6  $72.00 
What is needed to create an excellent one-page essay? Your child will use the rough draft, informal essay 
and conclusion form to complete the final essay. In addition, your child will increase critical thinking and 
analytical thinking skills. Book required: Spectrum Writing Grade 6 ISBN 9780769652863 

35556 Sec SAV1 12:30 – 2p S 09/02 to 10/14 1106 TBA

CHLDLANG 1913 Elements of Writing Grades 7-9  $72.00 
This course is essential for the creating, editing, formatting and writing an excellent essay. Learn to organize 
and present factual information with clarity. Students will learn to add power to their writing. Book required: 
Spectrum Writing Grade 8; ISBN: 9781483812038 

CHLDLANG 1914 Elements of Writing Grades 3-4  $72.00 
The main problems which have been identified in children’s writing are a poor narrative style due to 
weaknesses in sentence structure, particularly complex sentences, and weak narrative structure because the 
work is poorly paced, uses brief endings and lacks characterization. Children will begin with creating journals 
to increase their writing skills. Book required: Spectrum Writing Grade 4 ISBN: 9781483811994 

 

 

CHILDREN’S MATH 

CHLDMATH 2002 Math Readiness Ages 4-5  $72.00 
Preschoolers learn math at a very basic level. Sorting, counting, and number recognition are skills 
preschoolers use to build their math knowledge. Our classroom activities provide amazing opportunities to 
learn these skills and more. Book required: Math Steps Level K ISBN: 9780395985311 

35321 Sec SAVA 10:45-12:15p S 09/02 to 10/14 1304 TBA

35324 Sec SBV2 10:45-12:15p S 10/28 to 12/09 1304 TBA

CHLDMATH 2003 Improving Your Math Grades 1-2  $72.00 
First and second graders need to know how to compare quantities, count to 100, compare numbers, order 
numbers, and count by twos, fives, and tens. They will learn ordinal numbers, fractions, adding, subtracting, 
rounding, money, Roman numerals, time, and patterns and sequences Book required: Book required: 
Common Core Connections Math Grade 2 ISBN: 9781624427886 

35346    Sec 
SAV1 10:45 12:15p S 09/02 to 10/14 1115 TBA

35348 Sec 
SAV2 10:45 12:15p S 10/28 to 12/09 1115 TBA

CHLDMATH 2004 Improving Your Math Grades 3-4  $72.00 
Third and fourth grades mathematics includes: place value, comparing and ordering numbers, counting by 
numbers other than one, relationship between addition and subtraction, rounding and estimation, 

35623 Sec SAV1 10:45–12:15 p S 09/02 to 10/14 1107 TBA

35443 Sec SAVA 12:30-2p S 09/02 to 10/14 1116 TBA
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multiplication facts, relationship of multiplication and division, division facts, fractions, decimals, consumer 
math, measurement time, measurement metric, geometry, Roman numerals, sequences and patterns. Book 
required: Common Core Connections Math Grade 4 ISBN: 9781624427909 

35441 Sec SAV1 10:45-12:15p S 09/02 to 10/14 1116 TBA

35442 Sec SAV2 10:45-12:15p S 10/28 to 12/09 1116 TBA

CHLDMATH 2005 Improving Your Math Grades 5-6  $72.00 
Did you know that 5th and 6th grade math includes comparing and ordering numbers, rounding and 
estimating, multiplication, division, computation, fractions, decimals, percentages, measurement of time, 
metric system, mass, length, volume, temperature, consumer math, perimeter, circumference, surface area, 
geometric properties, expressions, statistics, and negative and positive integers. We can assist your young 
learner in learning math. Book required: Common Core Math Workouts Grade 6 ISBN: 9781622234691 

35451 Sec SAV1 10:45-12:15p S 09/02 to 10/14 1106 TBA

35454 Sec SAV2 10:45-12:15p S 10/28 to 12/09 1106 TBA

CHLDMATH 2006 Improving Your Math Grades 7-8  $72.00 
Where is your 7th or 8th grader having difficulties? Is it fractions, decimals, percentages, ratio properties and 
order of operations, divisions, geometric operations, etc.? If you are not sure, let us help. This course is 
designed for the student who is working below grade level in math. There will be math assessments, and 
reviews to cover the basic areas to be successful in all math courses. Book required: Common Core Math 
Workouts Grade 8 ISBN:  
9781622234714 

 

CHLDREAD 2303 Improve Your Reading Grades 1-2  $72.00 
By the end of the second grade, your child should be able to apply word attack skills, identify plot, setting, 
and characters, determine cause and effect, draw conclusions and predict outcomes, and use the glossary 
and the table of contents of a book. Give your first or second graders the opportunity to review and refresh 
their learning. Book required: Reading Grade 2 ISBN: 9781483824758 

 
CHLDREAD 2304 Improve Your Reading Grades 3-4  $72.00 
Improve your child’s reading, vocabulary, and comprehension while promoting the love of literature for a 
lifetime. Students will read about topics that they will identify in their lives. This course will include the use of 
a dictionary. Land of Stories Book 4 ISBN 9780316406895 

35608 Sec SAV1 10:45–12:15 p S 09/02 to 10/14 1105 TBA
35610 Sec SAV2 10:45–12:15 p S 10/28 to 12/09 1105 TBA

CHILDREN’S READING   

CHLDREAD 2300 Improve Your Reading Grades 7-9   $72.00

Does your junior high student often read something and then not really understand what is read? Learn the
techniques to understand what is read, remember the message, and then apply the information to questions
or assignments. This course is designed for students who are reading below grade level. Book required: 
The Land of Stories Book: An Author’s Odyssey; ISBN 9780316383295 

35558 Sec SAV1 9-10:30a  S 09/02 to 10/14 1105 TBA

35605 Sec SAV2 9-10:30a  S 10/28 to 12/09 1105 TBA

35346 Sec SAV1 10:45 12:15p S 09/02 to 10/14 1115 TBA

35348 Sec SAV2 10:45 12:15p S 10/28 to 12/09 1115 TBA
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CHLDREAD 2305 Improve Your Reading Grades 5-6  $72.00 
Have your child develop oral reading skills, vocabulary, and pronunciations, while gaining a greater 
appreciation for literature. The reading topics include humor, friendships, personal values and helping those 
in need. This course includes the use of dictionary. Book required: The Land of Stories: a Grimm Warning 
ISBN: 9780316406826 
 

 
CHLDREAD 2307 Reading Readiness Ages 4-5  $72.00 
Learning to read is a huge step for any preschooler. This course will help your child become comfortable with 
word pronunciation and putting word together to read sentences which are important building blocks for 

reading. 

Give your 3rd or 4th grader the chance to prepare for the standardized testing. The student will learn methods 
in how to recall information that has been read, strengthen reading comprehension, review math, and be 
introduced to the process of elimination for answering test questions. Students will participate in both 
computer and paper based practice. Book required: Spectrum Test Practice, Grade 3 ISBN: 
9781620575956 

35444 Sec SAV2 12:30-2p S 10/28 to 12/09 1116 TBA 

CHLDTEST 2402 Standardized Test Prep Grades 5-6               $72.00 

Testing for 5th and 6th grades will focus on reading, math and writing. Expectation results in a self-fulfilling 
prophecy; students will rise to your level of expectation, so aim high! This course can promote positive 
attitudes in students by preparing them and helping them to become familiar with standardized testing 
materials. Book required: Spectrum Test Practice, Grade 5 ISBN 9781483813783 

35458 Sec SAV2 12:30 – 2p S 10/28 to 12/09 1106 TBA

CHLDTEST 2403 Standardized Test Prep Grades 7-8              $72.00 

CPS confirmed that the Northwest Evaluation Association’s Measures of Academic Progress (NWEA MAP) 
test would be required for selective enrollment high schools. Spectrum Test Practice, Grade 8; ISBN; 
9781620576007 

 

35426 Sec SAV1 9-10:30a S 09/02 to 10/14 1116 TBA

35428 Sec SAV2 9-10:30a S 10/28 to 12/09 1116 TBA

35445 SecSAV1 9-10:30a S 09/02 to 10/14 1106 TBA

35450 SecSAV2 9-10:30a S 10/28 to 12/09 1106 TBA

35260 Sec SAV1 9-10:30a S 09/02 to 10/14 1304 TBA

35266 Sec SAV2 9-10:30a   S 

 

10/28 to 12/09 1304 TBA

CHILDREN’S TESTING    

CHLDTEST 2401 Standardized Test Preparation Grades 3-4   $72.00

35619 Sec SAV2 12:30–2:00p S 10/28 to 12/09 1105 TBA


